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be to ensure that no one is deprived of medical attention
because of lack of means to pay for it. It agrees with John
Stuart Mill that a Government " cannot have too much of the
kind of activity which does not impede but aids and stimulates
individual execution and development." However, when it
came to deciding how to apply this dictum to the Health
Service the Scottish Committee could not agree.

Dietary Treatment of
Phenylketonuria

Does the early dietary treatment of phenylketonurial prevent
intellectual deterioration ? The answer to this question could
be given by a controlled trial, but it is doubtful whether this
would now be acceptable, so evidence on the effect of a
diet low in phenylalanine must be obtained in other ways.
A simple comparison between the intelligence quotients of

treated and untreated patients would not be valid unless both
groups were similar in a number of factors-namely, age at
diagnosis and at testing, level of serum phenylalanine at the
same age, social experience and intelligence level of parents,
and number of normal sibs. It is unlikely that two such
groups could now be found. To take the mean I.Q. of
untreated cases in institutions would be valueless because of
the likelihood of intellectual deterioration with prolonged
institutional care, and in any case such patients constitute a
group selected from the population because of their low
intelligence and not because of their phenylketonuria.

Recently investigators in Great Britain and the U.S.A.2
have combined, using common methods of testing, to discover
whether there is a statistically significant correlation between
early treatment and the level of intelligence. They studied
112 children, all having at least one unaffected member of
the family who could be tested. Their cases were divided
into eight groups according to the age at which dietary treat-
ment was started, the youngest age group being from birth
till one month of age and the oldest 48-72 months. They
found that the longer the delay in treatment the lower was the
I.Q. Nevertheless, the intelligence of those treated within the
first month of life and tested at the age of 5 years was lower
on average for their age than that of their parents or
unaffected sibs. The authors concluded that "intellectual
damage from phenylketonuria can apparently be ameliorated
by adherence to a diet low in phenylalanine, and that treat-
ment should begin as soon as possible following birth." They
emphasized that even under ideal conditions of treatment no
guarantee of a normal intelligence could be given.

In a study from Toronto' these findings were confirmed,
and the important observation was made that the performance
at school of even those children whose treatment was started
within the first month of life and had a normal I.Q. was much
worse than would have been expected for their intelligence
score. One-fifth of the treated children showed autistic
behaviour patterns. It was found, as has been observed
before, that there was a group of children with low (less than

25 mg. per 100 ml.) diagnostic levels of serum phenylalanine;
in these children autistic behaviour was relatively common.
In no instance was there a genuine increase in intelligence
score during treatment, and four children actually deteriorated
while on treatment. Nevertheless, it was concluded that if
treatment is started during the first two months after birth
the I.Q. is likely to be above 70%.
Though the case for dietary treatment of phenylketonuria

appears conclusive within the limits of the available evidence,
more work is needed to sort out the various types of enzyme
disorder which cause a raised level of serum phenylalanine.
It is possible that dietary treatment may be actually harmful
in some instances. Moreover, there is the possibility that
prolonged overtreatment, with abnormally low levels of serum
phenylalanine, may prevent normal intellectual development.
Not only have I. M. Hackney and his colleagues at Toronto
drawn attention to the inadequacies of simple psychometric
methods in the assessment of children with phenylketonuria,
they also suggest that permanent intellectual incapacity may
result from the prolonged and intense family anxiety
surrounding the rigid adherence to the diet.
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Suppressing Rh-immunization
In European populations the commonest cause of haemolytic
disease of the newborn is the formation of antibodies by the
mother against foetal red cells possessing the Rho (or D)
antigen component of the rhesus blood group system.- The
Rh-negative women form antibodies against the rhesus-
positive foetal red cells. In routine laboratory practice rhesus
grouping of blood is actually D (Rho) grouping, though other
antigens can occasionally cause trouble.
The most important cause of Rh-immunization of the

mother in pregnancy is transplacental bleeding occurring at
about the time of delivery.' 2 Foetal red cells can be detected
in maternal blood, and the number found can be expressed
as a " foetal cell score." Under appropriate conditions foetal
red cells gaining entry to the maternal circulation provide
the antigenic stimulus for the formation in the mother of Rh
antibodies. These can then cross the placenta into the foetal
circulation and cause haemolytic disease in the foetus. If the
red cells of the foetus and mother are also ABO-incompatible,
then formation of Rh antibody is much less likely to occur.
This observation, which was made so long ago as 1943,3
suggested by analogy that it might be possible to prevent Rh-
immunization in ABO-compatible pregnancies by passive
administration of anti-Rh antibody.' 4 This method of
prophylaxis has been supported by experimental observa-
tions,'' and clinical trials have now shown convincingly that
the injection of 1 ml. of anti-D (anti-Rho) gammaglobulin
containing 200 ttg. anti-D into Rh-negative mothers who have
given birth to a first Rh-positive, ABO-compatible infant is
effective in suppressing primary immunization if given within
48-72 hours of delivery.2 6 7 So far relatively few failures
have been reported.2 The precise mechanism of protection
is obscure. It is unlikely that it is simply due to accelerated
removal of foetal cells from the maternal circulation, and it
has been suggested that the anti-D gammaglobulin binds to
antigen sites on fragments of red cells after they emerge from
macrophages, thus preventing their attachment to receptors
on antibody-forming cells.8-0
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